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Abstract  

The Defence Research and Development Canada (DRDC) spectro-polarimetric goniometer is an 
instrument conceived for the Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) 
measurement. For a BRDF measurement, spectra are acquired for various sensor and light 
positions and for several polarization angles; producing a large number of spectral files. The 
program gview is tool used to navigate into this large volume of data. It gathers all these files, 
produces a single multidimensional data matrix, extracts wavelength dependent BRDF profiles 
and offer several other possibilities to extract information from this batch of spectral files. This 
document is divided into two parts. The first part is a user’s guide that describes the gview GUI 
and shows the user how to use it. The second part is a programmer’s guise, describing the 
program core, allowing, eventually, the next programmer to do the software maintenance and 
upgrades. 

Significance to defence and security  

The DRDC spectro-polarimetric goniometer is conceived for the acquisition of optical reflectance 
signature of material of interest. This knowledge is required to improve the performance of the 
remote sensing and other detection systems, which operate in various atmospheric conditions and 
with variable angular conditions of illumination and observation. 
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Résumé  

Le goniomètre spectro-polarimétrique de Recherche et développement pour la défense Canada  
(RDDC) est un instrument conçu pour la mesure des functions de distribution de reflectance 
directionnelle (BRDF: Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function). Pour une mesure de 
BRDF, des spectres sont acquis pour des positions variées du capteur et de la lumière et pour 
plusieurs angles de polarisation ; produisant un grand nombre de fichiers de spectre. Le 
programme gview est un outil utilisé pour naviguer dans ce grand volume de données. Il collecte 
tous les fichiers de spectre, produit une seule matrice de donnée multidimensionnelle, extrait des 
profils de BRDF dépendants de la longueur d’onde, et offre plusieurs autres possibilités pour 
extraire de l’information à partir de ce lot de fichiers. Ce document est divisé en deux parties. La 
première partie est un guide de l’usager qui décrit l’interface graphique de gview et montre à 
l’usager comment l’utiliser. La seconde partie est un guide du programmeur, décrivant le cœur du 
programme permettant, éventuellement, au prochain programmeur de faire la maintenance et les 
mises à jour du programme. 

Importance pour la défense et la sécurité  

Le goniomètre spectro-polarimétrique de RDDC est conçu pour l’acquisition des signatures de 
réflectance optique des matériaux d’intérêts. Cette connaissance est requise pour améliorer la 
performance des systèmes de détection et de télédétection, lesquels opèrent dans des conditions 
atmosphériques variées et avec des conditions variables d’angles d’illumination et d’observation. 
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1 Introduction 

This document is the user’s guide (and the programmer’s guide) for the gview program. This 
program is used to extract and visualize BRDFs (Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function) 
from batches of spectrum files that were acquired by the DRDC spectro-polarimetric goniometer.  

The operation of the DRDC spectro-polarimetric goniometer generates a very large number of 
spectrum files. The goniometer is operated with the grun program (Ref. 1), which moves the 
goniometer elements, operates the spectrometer and saves the spectrum files with the acquisition 
parameters encoded into the file names. 

In the automatic mode, grun executes a command file, which may contain a scenario composed 
of several measurement series. All these files are saved in the same folder, but the files names are 
mnemonics that contains the goniometer parameters and sorting keys. One series of 
measurements (usually for one sensor elevation) is called a sketch (with a specific number) and a 
sketch contains several command lines (for the light source displacements). The combination of 
the sketch and line numbers constitutes a primary key (like in database management), which is 
useful for data sorting and recovery. gview uses this information to reorganize the data and 
retrieve coherent patterns from the file mess, which usually contains more than a thousand files. 

For the user, it is very not obvious extracting BRDF data from these batches of spectral files. But, 
this is what the gview program does for him. It reads all the spectrum files, retrieves the sketch 
structure, creates multi-dimension tables, extracts spectral BRDF profiles and displays them. 

This document is divided into two parts. The first part is the user’s guide. It shows how to use 
gview with all possible options. The second part is a programmer’s guide. It explains the main 
data structures and process. gview is a very complex program, certainly not accessible to a 
beginning programmer. Hopefully, the programmer’s guide provides enough information for a 
skilled programmer to do eventual software upgrades. 

In this document, the bold font is used to identify program names, graphical objects (buttons, 
sliders, handles, window names, etc.) and the names of the variables that are used in the source 
code of gview. The programmer who will inspect the gview source code will find exactly this 
syntax in the program files. 
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If this folder has already been process, gview simply load the ‘root_WorkSpace.mat’ file. This 
saves a lot of time to the user who simply wishes to inspect again the BRDFs. However, if the 
user did new material measurements and added new files to this material folder, these new 
measurements are not included in the ‘root_WorkSpace.mat’ file. The user has to delete this file 
and run again gview, which will generate a new updated ‘root_WorkSpace.mat’ file. 

Once the files have been analyzed and loaded, the data viewer window will appear. This window 
asks the user which type of graph he wishes to display. Depending on the data sampling 
distribution, gview can display profiles or surface scan. The sampling distributions are shown in 
Chapter 3 and the data viewer window is explained in Chapter 4. 
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With the left case of Figure 5, the user has the choice between extracting two elevation profiles 
(with 18 elevation measurement per profile for two different azimuths) or 18 azimuthal profiles 
(with only two azimuthal measurements per profile for 18 different elevations). Obviously, in this 
case, the azimuthal profile does not make sense, so the azimuthal extraction button color is set to 
dark green and a tooltip message warns the user of this fact, but the user still has the possibility to 
do it. 
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6.2 The polarization selector 

The Polarization selector allows the selection of the available polarization states. This included 
the polarization measurements plus the calculations done by gview. The list of possible 
polarization states are provided in Table 1. The first part of Table 1 presents the polarization 
codes corresponding to the measurement done by the goniometer. The second part of this table 
presents the possible polarization components calculated by gview; they are the DOLP (Degree 
Of Linear Polarization) and the Stokes vector (S0, S1, S2 and S3) and the most probable angle of 
linear polarization. They are calculated only if there are enough polarization components, ideally 
the four linear polarizations (0°, 45°, 90°, 135°). However, a DOLP can also be calculated if only 
two polarizations are available (0° and 90° or 45° and 135°).  

Table 1: Polarization codes. 

Measurements: 
Identification 
string 

Polarization 
code 

File 
mnemonic 

Desciption 

'50mm' 
'28mm' 
 
'00d.' 
'45d.' 
'90d.' 
'135d.' 
 
'45dW1' 
'135dW1' 
'45dW2' 
'135dW2' 

1 
2 
 
3 
4 
5 
6 
 
7 
8 
9 
10 

N 
n 
 
1 
2 
3 
4 
 
a 
b 
c 
d 

No, polariser, large 50 mm aperture. 
No, polariser, small 28 mm aperture. 
(all other polarization filter have 28 mm of aperture) 
Polarization filter set at 0°. 
Polarization filter set at 45°. 
Polarization filter set at 90°. 
Polarization filter set at 135°. 
(they are all different polarisers) 
Polarization at 45° plus the 400 to 800 nm waveplate. 
Polarization at 135° plus the 400 to 800 nm 
waveplate. 
Polarization at 45° plus the 800 to 1600 nm 
waveplate. 
Polarization at 135° plus the 800 to 1600 nm 
waveplate. 

Added by calculation 
'DOLP' 
 
 
'AngP' 
 
 
 
'S0' 
 
'S1' 
'S2' 
'S3' 

11 
 
 
12 
 
 
 
13 
 
14 
15 
16 

D 
 
 
A 
 
 
 
E 
 
F 
G 
H 

Degree Of Linear Polarization calculated with 
(depending of avalability): 0° and 90°, 45° and 135° 
or 0°, 45°, 90° and 135°. 
Angle of polarization (requires 0°, 45°, 90° and 
135°). 
 
Calculated Stokes vector (S0, S1, S2): 
S0 requires 0° and 90°, 45° and 135° or the four of 
them. 
S0 requires 0°, 90° and S0. 
S1 requires 45°, 135° and S0. 
S3 requires circular polarizations:  
45dW1 (or 45dW2), 135dW1 (or 135dW2) and S0 
(this calculation is not implemented yet). 
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All these polarization states can be selected simultaneously. But this risks creating an 
overcrowded graph. To make the graph as clear as possible, each polarization state has its own 
color and the color code is presented in the Polarization legend subpanel. In the examples 
presented in Figure 6, 7 and 8, the BRDF is shown for the two polarizations at 0° and 90°, which 
presents blue and red plotted lines and surfaces. 

6.3 The wavelength slider 

The wavelength slider allows selecting the wavelength channel (in the spectra) where the BRDF 
is extracted. The wavelength of the selected channel is displaied in the text field (wright to the 
slider). This selected wavelength is also displaied with a moving cursor in the spectrum figure 
(Figure 6). 

Changing the slider position 1) makes the cursor moving in the spectrum graph and 2) changes 
the displayed BRDF profiles (or surfaces). Clicking several times on the slider arrow produces 
several changes in the displayed BRDF, showing a dynamic BRDF, which evolves with the 
wavelength changes. 

The spectrometer acquired spectra from the 350 nm to 2500 nm wavelength, but such a resolution 
is not required for a BRDF analysis: 

• the 2151 wavelength channels produce more data points than can be efficeintly displayed in 
a figure like Figure 6; 

• this would increase uselessly the size of internal data structure and slow down the 
calculation time; 

• the BRDF function is a function that varies very slowly with the wavelength, thus, the 
BRDF does not require a high spectral resolution. 

For these reasons, gview reduces the number of wavelength channels by binning the spectra with 
a ratio of ten to one; from the original 2151 element vectors, gview produces 215 element vectors, 
where each element is the average of the ten corresponding binned channels. With this binning 
condition, this produces a 215 element spectrum from 355 to 2494 nm with a channel width of 
10 nm (the ASD spectrometer has an initial resolution of 3 nm in the visible and 6 nm in the 
SWIR). 

The spectra acquired by grun are calibrated reflectance. The ‘.asd’ files are recorded in 
reflectance mode, i.e., they contain the spectral target reading along with the corrected calibration 
(Spectralon) reading. The reflectance is obtained by dividing this spectral target reading by this 
calibration reference. The Spectralon reading has already been corrected for 1) the spectralon 
spectrum (ρspectralon(λ)); 2) the incidence angle of the illumination (the 1/cos(θi) correction); 3) the 
Spectralon BRDF; and 4) the goniometer error function (G(θi,θr)). See Refs. 1 and 2 for more 
details. 
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9 Overview of the gview processing stages 

The document part 2 contains details about the gview program. The goal of this document is to 
help programmers who may wish to upgrade or debug the gview program.  

When the goniometer is operated with the grun program, it saves a large number of spectrum 
files into a target directory and this directory is named with the name of the tested material. The 
file names contain information about the acquisition conditions. This data structure is convenient 
for the archival, not for the BRDF visualization.  

The first thing done by gview is the query for the material to analyze. The user is invited to select 
a folder where all the measured spectra are saved. The program gview extract BRDF profiles 
from this batch of spectrum files. To do this, gview: 

• 1) reads all file names and creates the file name table stored in FILES.FileNames;  

• 2) decodes the parameters from the file names and creates the FILES.FileTable variable; 

• 3) retrieves the structure of the scenario of the measurement sequences and recreates the 
SKETCH structure; 

• 4) creates a summary of the ACQUISITION scenario parameters; 

• 5) reads the spectrum files and organizes the data into a structure that corresponds to the 
acquisition strategy and stores this data into the multi-dimension structure SPECTRA that 
allows the extraction of BRDF profiles;  

• 6) creates the data viewer control window, which, depending on the type of data, allows the 
creation of the appropriate graphs with the graph buttons (button handles are stored in 
GVButton). 

Once a graph style is selected (a linear profile or a surface scan presented in polar or spherical 
coordinates), gview creates a graph window with a subset of data (sketches). To do this, gview: 

• 7) extracts the data subset (that correspond to this selection, i.e., the sketches that are 
suitable for this graph type) and reorganizes this data into the B structure, which is more 
appropriate for the plotting functions; 

• 8) creates the graph window with figures, sliders and selection buttons. All handles are 
saved in the V or V3D structures, depending on the graph style; 

• 9a) for profile graphs: plots all the profiles and spectra and saves their handles in 
RCPLbrdf and RDPLspectra tables, so, each plotted profile (or spectrum) can be made 
visible or invisible, depending on the selection tools; or 

• 9b) for scanned surface presented in polar coordinates: plots all surfaces (for every 
wavelength) and saves the plotted surface handles into the Surface table and creates an 
editable axe grid structure (with handles saved into the AxeGrid); or 

• 9c) for scanned surface presented in spherical coordinates: plots all surfaces (for every 
wavelength) markers and spikes and saves the graphical element handles into the Surface, 
Markers and Spikes tables, creates an editable axe grid structure (AxeGrid) and creates the 
sensor location vectors (Sensor). 
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The order of the creation of these data structures is presented in Figure 27. All these steps are 
described in details in the following Chapters. 

 

Figure 27: Names of the data structures created during the file decoding, loading process 
and during the graph creation. These structures are saved in the indicated  

windows with the ‘setappdata’ function. 
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10 gview windows and structure variables  

gview creates several variables that are stored in windows, subpanels or other object handles with 
the MATLAB commands: ‘gepappdata’ and ‘setappdata’. For the following chapters, the generic 
names of the graphical windows where gview saves the structures are 1) the DataViewer (Figure 3), 
BRDFprofiles (Figure 6), BRDFpolar (Figure 7) and BRDFspherical (Figure 8). After having 
selected a window by clicking in it, the window handle number can be obtained with the 
MATLAB command: ‘gcf’. This window number is necessary to save/load the data at/from the 
appropriate location. In the following example, we assume that these window generic names are 
variables containing the corresponding window handle number, so, when the user types 
‘getappdata (window_name)’, he gets the list of variables stored in this window. 

Tables 2 to 5 provide the list of structured variables stored in these windows. Some of these 
structures are structure arrays with several indexing dimensions, which are indicated with 
variables in bold characters. These dimension variables are defined in Table 6. 

The following Chapters describe these structure variables and show how to navigate in the 
spectral and BRDF data along with examples. 

Table 2: Variables saved into the DataViewer window shown in Figure 3. 
 

> getappdata(DataViewer) 
        SKETCH : [1xK struct] -  Sketch details 
       SketchList : [1xK double] - List of sketch numbers 
        GVbutton : [1x1 struct] - List of button handles for the DataViewer  
    window 
 WAVELENGTH : [1x1 struct] -  Wavelength parameters 
 ACQUISITION : [1x1 struct] -  Acquisition angle details for all sketches 
       SPECTRA : [(K,E,Z,P) struct] -  All spectra and other details for all acquisition,  
       indexed by the sketch rank, elevation rank,  
     azimuth rank and polarization rank 
 FILES : [1x1 struct] - File names and table structure 
 Material : string - Material name 

Table 3: Variables saved into the BRDFprofiles window shown in Figure 6. 
 

> getappdata(BRDFprofiles) 
          B : [1x1 struct] - BRDF data reorganized for profile display 
 V : [1x1 struct] - List of button handles for this window 
     Illumination : [(KG,FG,AG) double] - Indirect index for the correction of the slider  
    indexing method 
       RCPLbrdf : [(KG,FG,P+,W) double] - Graphic handles for the displayed BRDF  
    profiles 
   RCPLspectra : [(KG,FG,P+,AG) double]  - Graphic handles for the displayed spectra 
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Table 4: Variables saved into the BRDFpolar window shown in Figure 7. 
 

> getappdata(BRDFpolar) 
 B : [1x1 struct] - BRDF data reorganized for 3D surface display 
 V3D : [1x1 struct] - List of button handles for this window 
 Surfaces : [(K,P+,W) double] - Graphic handles for the displayed 3D BRDF  
      surfaces 
 RenderLight : double - Definition of the rendering light source 
 AxeGrid : [1x1 struct] - Definition of the displayed axis 
 

Table 5: Variables saved into the BRDFspherical window shown in Figure 8. 
 

> getappdata(BRDFspherical) 
 B : [1x1 struct] - BRDF data reorganized for 3D surface display 
 V3D : [1x1 struct] - List of button handles for this window 
 Surfaces : [(K,P+,W) double] - Graphic handles for the displayed 3D BRDF  
      surfaces 
 Markers : [(K,P+,W) double] - Graphic handles for the displayed 3D BRDF  
     markers 
 Spikes : [(K,P+,W) double] - Graphic handles for the displayed 3D BRDF  
     vectors 
 Sensor : [K double] - Graphic handle indicating the sensor direction 
 RenderLight : double - Definition of the rendering light source 
 AxeGrid : [1x1 struct] - Definition of the displayed axis 
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Table 6: Structure array indexing. 
 

Global: 
 K : Number of sketches - Total number of sketches in this scenario 
 E : Number of elevation angles - Total number of possible elevation angles for all  
      sketches 
 Z : Number of azimuthal angles - Total number of possible azimuthal angles for all 
      sketches 
 P : Number of polarization states  - Measured polarization states 
 W : Number of wavelength channels - Number of binned channels as defined by  
     WAVELENGTH.NWL 
 
 P+ : Total number of polarization states  - Measured polarization states plus the ones  
     (DOLP and Stokes vector) calculated by gview 
 
A graph subset of data depends on the selected sketches: 
 KG : Number of selected sketches* - For a specific graph, only a subset of sketched can 
     be selected 
 EG : Number of elevation angles* - Total number of possible elevation angles for  
     the selected-sketch subset 
 ZG : Number of azimuthal angles* - Total number of possible azimuthal angles for  
     the selected-sketches subset 
 FG : Number of profiles** - Number of selectable profiles, FG = EG or ZG 
 AG : Number of angles**   - Number of possible angles in a displays profile. 
     AG = EG or ZG, the one that is the complement  
     of  FG  
*: KG, EG and ZG are subset of K, E and Z 
 
**: The same tool is used to display elevation or azimuthal profiles.  If there are several profiles  
      in a sketch, this can be: 
     - an elevation profiles: it may have FG=ZG elevation profiles (for each one of the ZG azimuthal 
       angles) with EG elevation-angle points per profile, or 
     - an azimuthal profiles: it may have FG=EG azimuthal profile (for each one of the EG elevation 
       angles) with ZG azimuthal-angle points per profile. 
     The profile type is defined in the variable SKETCH(k).TooltipType or by B.WhichType. 
 
 Ad : Number of displayed angles - Ad is a subset of AG.  While the selection slider 
     (in the profile graph) is conceived to select one of  
     the AG angles, one specific profile may contain 
      only Ad displayed points. 
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The FileTable is composed of nine fields, which are: 

1. the sketch number 

2. the sketch line 

3. the sensor elevation 

4. the light elevation 

5. the light azimuth 

6. the polarization code 

7. the target identifier 

8. the acquisition mode and 

9. the file index (in the FILES.FileNames table)  

The file index (column 9) is the link between the spectrum file and the acquisition conditions 
presented in the FileTable. For example, for the acquisition conditions described in the third line 
(line 3) of the FileTable presented in Figure 28, the corresponding spectrum file is given by: 

 SpectrumFile = FILES.FileNames (FILES.FileTable(3,9)); 

Once the file name decoding is completed, gview completes the FILES structure with the folder 
path, folder name and the material root name. This structure is saved in the DataViewer window 
and can be access with the ‘getappdata’ function, such as shown in Table 7. 

Table 7: Content of the FILES structure. 

 
> FILES = getappdata(DataViewer, ‘FILES’) 
FILES:  
  PathMaterial : string   - Complete path, ex: : ‘C:\...\KrylonOlive44293\’ 
         DirName : string    - folder name, ex: ‘KrylonOlive44293’ 
       FileNames : [NxL char]   - Table containing the list of N file name strings with a  
       string length of L characters (see Figure 28) 
        FileTable : [Nx9 double]   - Decoded file table (see Figure 28) 
      RootName : String    - Root name common to all file names 
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12 Decoding the sketch acquisition structure 

Once gview had decoded the file names and generated the FileTable, it begins to retrieve the 
acquisition structure and read the spectrum files. But, before reading the files, it defines the 
WAVELENGTH binning conditions; this will reduce the amount of data to be managed.  

Before organizing the data into BRDF style data, gview begins by retrieving the data like it was 
created first. It reads and structures the spectra, as they were created in their original sketch 
sequences. Finally, it creates the structure variable ACQUISITION, that contains the acquisition 
summary. This will be use later for the reorganization of the data into BRDF profiles. 

12.1 Wavelength binning 

First, at the beginning of the gview program file, the wavelength binning conditions is defined to 
reduce the size of the loaded spectra, which anyway have a higher resolution than the displayed 
graphs. This creates the structure WAVELENGTH that is use later for the data reading and 
compression. If this binning value is to be changed, look for these program lines (at the beginning 
of the MATLAB file: GONIOMETER_VIEWER3.m) and change the Binning number: 

 
Binning = 10; 
[SKETCH, SketchList, WAVELENGTH] = … 
    GNVIEWER.read_sketch_from_table_struct (FILES, Binning); 
 

The content of the WAVELENGTH structure is presented in Table 8. 

Table 8: Content of the WAVELENGTH structure. 

 
> WAVELENGTH = getappdata(DataViewer, ‘WAVELENGTH’) 
WAVELENGTH:  
                  Bin : 10:         - Number of binned channels 
        MaxIndex : 2140      - Index of the last binning series 
               NWL : 215    - number of channels after binning 
     Wavelength : [1x215 double]  - list of central wavelengths associated to the  
        channels 
 

12.2 Recreating sketches  

gviev is now ready for the reading of the spectra files. Using the FILES.FileTable, gview 
recreates the SKETCH structure. All spectrums belonging to the same sketch series will be 
grouped into a common indexed structure called SKETCH. If there is, for example, three 
measurement series (i.e., three sketches) with the sketch number 1, 3 and 7, the dimension of the 
SKETCH structure will be 7. But, only SKETCH(1), SKETCH(3) and SKETCH(7) contain 
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data, the other sketch indexes are empty spaces. In MATLAB, this does not consume memory 
space because an indexed structure is like a pointer vector and an empty structure is simply a 
pointer to nothing, i.e., there is no space reserved for this element.  

Gview retrieves the SKETCH parameters (sensor elevation, light position, etc.), prepares the 
string variables for the composition of the DataViewer window and load the spectra. Table 9 
contains the list of variables stored in this structure.  

The number of spectra in a SKETCH series depends on the number of target measurements (the 
spectralon calibration files are ignored) and this number is not necessary the same for all 
SKETCHes. When grun was executed, this number depends on the number of command lines 
(NumberOfLine) that required a target reading multiplied by the number of acquired polarization 
states. For example, for the SKETCH(1) (in Table 9), if there is 36 target readings (N) for four 
polarization states (P), for a total number is 144 acquired spectra (NxP).  

With this structure, it is possible to retrieve the measurement parameters for each one of the ‘i’ 
measurements with: 

[SensorTht, SkLineIndex(i), LightTht(i), LightPhi(i), Polarization(i), FileName(i)]. 

Where 1 ≤i≤ NxP. 

The variables UlightTht, UlightPhi and Upolarization are strings used to build the DataViewer 
GUI, as well as for the variables TooltipType, TooltipLightTht and TooltipLightPhi.  

SKETCH(k).TooltipType is an identification of the measurement profile type, which determines 
which type of graphs must be drawn. The types are: 

 ‘Elevation profile’: The sketch contains several light elevation values  
    for a single azimuth position. 

 ‘Azimuthal profile’: The sketch contains several light azimuth values 
    for a single elevation position. 

 ‘3D surface’:  The sketch contains several light azimuth and elevation values. 

SKETCH(k).Spectra is a matrix where the dimensions are: the number of target readings (NxP) 
by the number of wavelength channels W. Spectra(i,:) corresponds to the spectra of the 
ith target reading, while Spectra(:,w) corresponds to the vector that contains all readings for the 
wavelength ‘w’. 

This structure is not convenient for the creation of BRDF graphs. It is only convenient for the 
loading and sorting the series of acquired spectra that were stored in batch in a folder. This data 
structure has to be reorganized for the extraction of BRDF profiles. 
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Table 9: Content of the SKETCH structure. 

 
> SKETCH = getappdata(DataViewer, ‘SKETCH’) 
SKETCH(1): 
             SketchNumber : double   - Sketch number 
                    SensorTht : double   - Sensor elevation (a single position per sketch) 
                SkLineIndex : [1x(N*xP**) double] - Sketch line indexes (for each spectrum) 
            NumberOfLine : double   - Number of command line (or light position) 
                      LightTht : [1x(NxP) double] - Light elevation vector (for each acquisiton) 
                     LightPhi : [1x(NxP) double] - Light azimuth vector (for each acquisiton) 
                 Polarization : [1x(NxP) double] - Polarization index code vector (for each  
        acquisition) 
               FileIndex : [1x(NxP) double] - File index (in FILES.FileNames) 
              UlightTht : string   - Tag for the light theta column in the  
         DataViewert 
               UlightPhi : string   - Tag for the light phi column in the  
         DataViewert 
  Upolarization : string   - Tag for the polarization column in the  
         DataViewert 
       LightCoordinates : [Nx2 double]   - Light position (theta, phi) for all acquisition  
        positions 
       TooltipType : string   - Tag determining the type of available graphstt 
         TooltipLightTht : string    - List of all (and unique) light elevationstt 
          TooltipLightPhi : string   - List of all (and unique) light azimuthstt 
    TooltipPolarization : string   - List of acquired polarizationstt 
             Spectra : [(NxP)xW*** double]  - Table containing all acquired spectra for  
         this sketch 
           FileName : {1x(NxP) cell} - List of corresponding acquisition file names  
 
*    :N  =  NumberOfLine, number of command line, i.e., the number of acquisition positions in  
 this sequence. 
**  :P  = ACQUISITION.NPolCode  is the number of polarization states. 
***:W = WAVELENGTH.NWL, i.e., the number of binned wavelength channels. 
t   :  Text used in the creation of the DataViewer window  (a number of the ‘var’ string). 
tt  :  The tooltip text that appear in the DataViewer window (see Figure 4). 
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12.3 Acquisition summary 

After the decoding of all sketches, a summary of the acquisition is done. This is useful for the 
design of the BRDF graphs that will display all sketches BRDF and spectra.  

Table 10: The ACQUISITION structure content. 

 
> ACQUISITION = getappdata(DataViewer, ‘ACQUISITION’) 
ACQUISITION: 
       SketchList : [1xK double]  - List of sketch number  
       (not necessary consecutive number) 
       SensorTht : [1xK double]  - List of all sensor elevation 
         LightTht : [1xE double]  - List of all light elevations for all sketches 
         LightPhi : [1xZ double]  - List of all light azimuths for all sketches 
          PolCode : [1xP double]  - List of all polarization code 
           Nsketch : double   - K: Total number of sketches 
             NLTht : double   - E: Total number of light elevations (Theta) 
             NLPhi : double   - Z: Total number of light azimuths (Phi) 
        NpolCode : double   - P: Total number of polarization states 
 

The ACQUISITION.SketchList and ACQUISITION.SensorTht are used to create the 
sensor-elevation selection subpanel. As mentioned above, the sketch numbers are not necessary 
consecutive numbers. For example, gview could use a list of three sketches (SketchList) with the 
numbers 2, 7 and 24. 

The problem with the BRDF profile display (Figure 6) is that all profiles do not have the same set 
of angular coordinates. One specific displayed profile (for one specific sketch number) may skip 
(add) angular values used (not used) by the other profiles. ACQUISITION.LightTht and 
ACQUISITION.LightPhi are the global list of all possible light elevations and azimuths for all 
sketches. They are used to create the illumination angle selection slider and for the definition of 
the BRDF graphic angle axis (elevation or azimuth). The illumination angle selection slider must 
be able to select all angular values from these predefined lists, even the angles not used by the 
current selection of profiles. But, for a specific profile, when the next angular value (selected by 
the slider) is not available for this profile selection, the slider function is programmed to skip all 
next angular values until a valid angle (for the current selection) is encountered. With this tool, all 
the BRDF profiles are plotted in the same graph and are scanned with the same slider, even with 
different set of angular values. The selection of a specific illumination angle, along with the 
selection of profiles, determines the selection of the spectra that will be made visible in the 
spectrum window.  

ACQUISITION.PolCode is the list of all available polarization codes that define the measured 
polarization state. A polarization code is a number between 1 and 15. They are defined in Table 11. 
Other information about the polarization code, mode and mnemonic are provided in the User’s 
guide (Ref. 1). 
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Table 11: Polarization codes. 

Index 
Code 

Meaning 

 
 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
 
 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

 
Defined by grun during the acquisition: 
no polarization and large aperture  
no polarization and small (standard) aperture  
polarization axis = 0°  
polarization axis = 45°  
polarization axis = 90°  
polarization axis = 135°  
Left circular polarization 400–800 nm 
Right circular polarization 400–800 nm 
Left circular polarization 800–1600 nm 
Right circular polarization 800–1600 nm 
 
Added by gview (by calculation): 
DOLP 
Dominant polarization angle 
S0 
S1 
S2 
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13 The SPECTRA table  

Once the SKETCH and ACQUISITION structures are built, gview reorganizes the spectrum data 
into a general four-dimension table structure named SPECTRA. Its content is listed in Table 12. 
While SKETCH is useful to manage the measurement series, SPECTRA is a multi-dimension 
table that contains all acquired spectral and where it is easy to extract data by sketch number ‘K’ 
(or sensor position), by light elevation ‘E’ or azimuth ‘Z’, by polarization ‘P’ or by wavelength 
‘W’. 

Table 12: The SPECTRA structure content. 

 
> SPECTRA = getappdata (DataViewer, ‘SPECTRA’) 
SPECTRA(K,E,Z,P)*: 
          S : [1xW] double - Binned spectrum 
 SensorTht : double - Sensor elevation angle (from the zenith) 
 LightTht : double - Light elevation angle (from the zenith) 
 LightPhi : double - Light azimuthal angle 
Polarization  : double - Graphical polarization index code (Table 11) 
 FileName : string - String containing the file name 
 
*: K,E,Z,P, W: see Table 6. 

13.1 The SPECTRA table indexing 

This structure table is indexed by: 

 SPECTRA( Sketch_index, Light_elevation_index, Light_azimuth_index, Polarization_index ). 

Sketch_index also corresponds to the sensor elevation index. The sketch index is not the sketch 
number, it is the rank where the sketch number in found in ACQUISITION.SketchList. The 
same think for elevation, azimuth and polarization angle indexes; there are the ranks of these 
values the ACQUISITION variables LightTht, LightPhi and PolCode. The size of the 
SPECTRA structure table is given by:  

SPECTRA(K, E, Z, P) (with the index defined in Table 6) or 
SPECTRA(Nsketch, NLTht, NLPhi, NpolCode), 

where Nsketch, NLTht, NLPhi and NpolCode are also defined in the structure 
ACQUISITION.  

This structure is a measurement table for all possible sensor elevations (sketches), light elevations and 
azimuths and polarization states. But, there is no measurement for all these possible combinations, so 
this table contains several empty spaces. This is a sparse table, such as illustrated in Figure 29. The 
only dimension that is not sparse is the polarization dimension. When a measurement is done for a 
specific goniometer position, it is mandatory that the same set of polarization is measured every time. 
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If not, this makes the data management too complicated and makes impossible the calculation of the 
derived polarization components like the DOLP and Stokes vector.  

 

Figure 29: Representation of the four-dimension SPECTRA sparse structure;  
white spaces represent absences of data. 

For example, the two first measurements of the first sketch are done for the light elevations 
of -70° and -66°, while the list of all possible light elevations (for all sketches) recorded into 
SPECTRA table begin with -70°, -68°, -68°, etc. There is no measurement in the first sketch for 
the light elevation at -68°. Hence, the SPECTRA content is (for the first sketch, first light 
elevation (-70°), first light azimuth and first polarization state, i.e., index {1,1,1,1}): 

> SPECTRA(1,1,1,1) 
                      S : [1x215 double] 
       SensorTht : 0 
         LightTht : -70 
         LightPhi : 0 
    Polarization : 3 
        FileName : {‘KrylonOlv_+00_-70_000_1=_01_002R.asd’} 

While for the second possible light elevation (-68°) we get an empty element for this same first 
sketch, i.e.: 

> SPECTRA(1,2,1,1) 
                      S : [ ] 
       SensorTht : [ ] 
         LightTht : [ ] 
         LightPhi : [ ] 
    Polarization : [ ] 
        FileName : [ ] 
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13.2 Extracting data from the SPECTRA table  

Let’s considers the case where BRDF elevation profiles must be extracted for the first sketch (or 
sensor elevation angle), for the first light azimuthal angle and for the first polarization state, i.e., 
for the indexes (1, :, 1, 1), where ‘:’ means for all light elevations. The light elevations 
(LightTht) provided by SPECTRA are: 

> SPECTRA (1, : ,1,1).LightTht 
-70,[],[],-60,[],[],-50,[],[],[],[],-40,-30,-20,-10,[],10,20,30,40,[],[],[],[],50,[],[],60,[],[],70 

This result contains several empty spaces [ ] and this causes a program indexing error if one tries 
to enter this result in a variable. However, with the concatenation tool ‘[ ]’, the following 
command provides the desired result: 

% Sketch 1: sensor at 0 degree: 
> Light_elevations_Sensor00 = [  SPECTRA(1,  :  , 1, 1).LightTht  ] 
 -70   -60   -50   -40   -30   -20   -10    10    20    30    40    50    60    70 

% Sketch 4: sensor at 30 degrees: 
> Light_elevations_Sensor30 = [  SPECTRA(4,  :  , 1, 1).LightTht  ] 
 -70   -60   -50   -40   -30   -20   -10     0    10    20    40    50    60    70 

The concatenation tool removes all empty space and preserves only the valid numbers.  

This example shows that the light elevation sequences can be different for the different sketches. 
Here, in this example, SKETCH(1) is for the sensor elevation at 0°, while SKETCH(4) is for the 
sensor elevation at 30°. In SKETCH(1), there is no measurement at 0° because the light and 
sensor are at the same position; the light in in the path of the sensor field of view. Same thing for 
SKETCH(4) at 30°, this measurement is skipped. 

The same indexing process is used for the extraction of the spectra: 

> BRDF_spectra30 = [  SPECTRA(4,  : , 1, 1).s  ]; 

Except that all spectra are concatenated into a single vector (1 x (Nwavelength x NlightTht)). It 
needs to be transformed into a matrix with the desired dimensions (Nwavelength x NlightTht, i.e., 
wavelength x light elevation). This is done with: 

> NLightTht    = size (Light_elevations_Sensor30, 2 ); 
> NWavelength    = WAVELENGTH.NWL; 
> All_spectra_BRDF30   = reshape (BRDF_spectra30, NWavelength, NLightTht ); 

It is tempting to extract only one spectral BRDF profile for a single wavelength with a command 
like this one: 

> One_spectra_BRDF30 = [  SPECTRA(4,  : , 1, 1).s(46)  ]; 
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But the indexing structure becomes too complex for MATLAB and this generates an error 
message. It seems that MATLAB does not allow simultaneous indexing in the structure and in a 
structure field. Hence, it is necessary to create an intermediate table like ‘All_spectral_BRDF30’. 

13.3 Plotting BRDF versus the light elevation 

With the created variable ‘All_ spectral_BRDF30’, it is now easy to extract and display spectral 
BRDFs for the sensor at 30°. For example, the following code produces the graph shown in 
Figure 30, where the BRDF profiles are shown for two different wavelengths: 

> figure (‘color’, ‘w’); 
> title (‘BRDF’); 
> plot (Light_elevations_Sensor30,  All_spectral_BRDF30 (46,  :  ), ‘b’); 
> hold on 
> plot (Light_elevations_Sensor30,  All_spectral_BRDF30 (140, : ), ‘r’); 
> W1   = WAVELENGTH .Wavelength(46); 
> W2   = WAVELENGTH .Wavelength(130); 
> xlabel (‘Light elevation’); 
> legend ([num2str(W1), ‘ nm’], [num2str(W2), ‘ nm’] ); 

 

Figure 30: Spectral BRDFs extracted from the SPECTRA table. 

13.4 Plotting spectra for the selected light elevation 

It is also possible to display the spectrum corresponding to the acquisitions for the selected light 
elevations, for example for -60° and +40°, which correspond to the indexes 2 and 11 in the vector 
Light_elevations (and for the sensor elevation = 30° in this example). The following code 
produces the graph of Figure 31: 

> figure (‘color’, ‘w’); 
> title (‘Spectrum’); 
> plot (WAVELENGTH .Wavelength,  All_ spectral_BRDF30 ( : ,  2), ‘b’); 
> hold on 
> plot (WAVELENGTH .Wavelength,  All_ spectral_BRDF30 ( : , 11), ‘r’); 
> legend (‘-60 deg.’, ‘+40 deg.’ ); 
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Figure 31: Spectrum extracted from the SPECTRA table for the desired light elevations. 

13.5 Plotting BRDF versus the sensor elevation 

It is also possible to extract BRDF as a function of the sensor elevation (from all sketches). The 
following example extracts a BRDF profile for the light elevation -40°. It is displayed in Figure 32. 

> % Extract light index, sensor elevation vector and spectra: 
> LightIndex     = find (ACQUISITION.LightTht == -40); 
> SensorElevation_L40   = [ SPECTRA(  :  , LightIndex, 1, 1).SensorTht]; 
> BRDF_spectra_L40    =  [ SPECTRA(  :  , LightIndex, 1, 1).s]; 
> NSensorTht    = size (SensorElevation_L40, 2 ); 
> NWavelength    = WAVELENGTH.NWL; 
> All_spectral_BRDF_L40 = reshape (BRDF_spectra_L40, NWavelength, NSensorTht ); 
> 
> % Create BRDF figure with the wavelength index = 46 
> figure (‘color’, ‘w’); 
> title (‘BRDF’); 
> plot (SensorElevation_L40    ,  All_spectral_BRDF_L40 (46,  :  ), ‘.b’); 
> xlabel (‘Sensor elevation’); 
> legend ([num2str(WAVELENGTH .Wavelength(46), ‘ nm’]); 
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Figure 32: BRDF for the light elevation at -40°. 

Warning: while extracting BRDF in the sensor elevation (SKETCH) axis, there is absolutely no 
warranty that the sensor (and corresponding spectrum) will be in increasing order. This is why in 
this plot the points are not linked by line segments. When the SPECTRA variable was created, the 
sorted ACQUISITION fields SketchList, LightTht, LightPhi and LightPhi were used. But, the 
sorted SketchList (i.e., the sketch number) does not necessary correspond to a sorted 
sensor-elevation angle list. In the example above, measurements (for a same light elevation) come 
from independent measurement series without any warranty that the sensor elevations are in 
order. With the example of Figure 32 the sensor elevations (of these series) are: 

   > SensorElevation_L40 
       0    10    20    30    40    50    60    70    30    60 

30° and 60° were measured twice. In this data set (sensor elevation = 30°), the first measurement 
was done during the measurement of a BRDF elevation profile (SKETCH(4)), while the second 
measurement was done during the scan of the entire hemisphere (SKETCH(11)). This is also the 
same set of data that was used to create Figure 3 and Figure 4. 
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14 Creation of the Data Viewer graph selector 

Once the FILES are decoded (Table 7), the SKETCH structure recreated (Table 9) and the 
SPECTRA structure created (Table 12), gview knows the logic of the measurement acquisitions 
and can decide which kind of graphs (profiles or surface scans shown in Figure 6 to Figure 9) can 
be done. Then, gview creates a graph selector (the DataViewer shown in Figure 3). Depending 
on the ‘SKETCH(n).TooltipType’ variables, gview enables the applicable graph buttons (Figure 
4).  

The text displayed in the DataViewer window comes from the variables SketchNumber, 
SensorTht, UlightTht, UlightPhi and Upolarization in the SKETCH(n) structure (see Table 9). 
The tooltip strings, which are displayed when the mouse is placed over a specific window 
element, are also defined in the Tooltip variables (in the SKETCH(n) structure). See Table 9 for 
more details. 

The TooltipType variable determines the type of graph that can be applied to this sketch. 
Depending on its value (‘Elevation profile’, ‘Azimuthal profile’, ‘3D arc profile’ or ‘3D surface’), 
a different function can be called with the DataViewer buttons (Figure 3). 

The SPECTRA table is useful to gather all measurements into a coherent structure that allows 
extracting BRDF profiles. However, once the type of graph is decided, this structure is not 
convenient for the graph generation. Depending on the graph type, a data subset is extracted from 
SPECTRA (depending on the sketch selection) and organized into another form of table more 
adapted for the indexation of this type of graph. For example, for an elevation profile graph, the 
angle and spectra are reorganized into the variables; 

  B.rcpl(SketchIndex, AzimuthIndex, PolarizationIndex).angles(ElevationIndex) 
  B.rcpl(SketchIndex, AzimuthIndex, PolarizationIndex).spectres(ElevationIndex,WavelengthIndex) 

Where B is a diminutive of BRDF and rcpl an abreviaiton of ‘reciprocal BRDF’. 

But, for a 3D surface plot, the SPECTRA table is reorganized into  

    B.rcpl(SketchIndex, PolarizationIndex).angles(PositionIndex,2), 
    B.rcpl(SketchIndex, PolarizationIndex).spectres(PositionIndex,WavelengthIndex), 

where the angle is a set of (elevation and azimuth) coordinates (ex.: B.rcpl(1,1).angles(1,:)). 

Hence, from here, the way the data is indexed is different if the goal is to display 1D vector 
profile or 2D surface profile. 
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15 Data structures for the profile graphs 

The structures saved in this BRDFgraph are listed in Table 3 for the profile display. They are the 
B data sub-set, the V list of visualization button handles, RCPLbrdf and RCPLspectra graphic 
handles and the Illumination indirect indexing matrix. 

15.1 The B structure 

Before plotting the profile graph, gview extracts a subset of the SPECTRA structure and creates 
the B structure detailed in Table 13. From the initial K sketched (defined in Table 6), only a 
subset of KG sketches are selected for this profile visualization tool. The sketch numbers 
(encoded into the file names) are listed in the variable B.SelectSKNumber, while the 
corresponding sketch indexes (in SPECTRA) are given by B.SelectSKIndex. 

The BRDFgraph window can be used to display elevation and azimuthal profiles. This is defined 
by the variable B.WhichType, which is the same as SKETCH(k).TooltipType (Table 9).  

For elevation profiles, gview builds a list off all possible elevation angles (extracted from 
SPECTRA) for all selected sketched and for all possible profiles and saved the result in 
B.LightTht. This list of angle is used to configure the angle selection slider in the profile graph. 
It may also have more than one profile per sketch if profiles were acquired for several azimuths 
like in Figure 5A. The list of possible azimuth is stored in B.LightPhi, which will be used to 
create the profile selector. Then, for each selected sketch, profile and polarization, gview extracts 
the BRDF content (spectrum and elevation) from SPECTRA and stores the information in 
B.rcpl. For azimuthal profiles, the process is the same as the elevation profile, this is simply a 
dimension switch. 

The selector tools will be created using the information stored in the B structure. The 
B.SelectSKNumber and B. SensorTht lists are used to create the sensor elevation (or sketch) 
selector, shown in Figure 16. B.PolCode is used to create the polarization selector (Figure 10). 
B.LightTht (or B.LightPhi) is used to create the light elevation (or azimuthal) angle slider 
(Figure 10). B.LightPhi (or B.LightTht) is used to create the light azimuth (or elevation) profile 
selector (Figure 16). 
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Table 13: The B structure content for the profile graph. 

> B = getappdata(BRDFprofiles , ‘B’);  
B: 
 MasterWindow : double -  Number of the DataViewer window  
    (useful to retrieve the Spectra structure  
 WhichType : string -  ‘Elevation profile’ or ‘Azimuthal profile’  
 W : [1x1 struct]  
 SelectSKIndex : (1xKG) double -  Indexes of the selected sketches in the 
    SPECTRA structure 
 SelectSKNumber : (1xKG) double -  Selected sketch numbers 
 NSKSelected* : KG -  Number of selected sketches 
 PolCode : (1xP+) double -  Available polarization codes 
 NpolCode : P+ -  Number of available polarization states 
 SensorTht : (1xKG) double -  List of sensor elevation angles for the selected  
    sketches 
 LightTht : (1xEG) double -  List of light elevation angles for the selected  
    sketches 
 NLTht* : EG -  Number of light elevation angles 
 LightPhi : (1xZG) double -  List of light azimuthal angles for the selected  
    sketches 
 NLPhi* : ZG -  Number of azimuthal angles 
 SpectraLThtIndex : (1xAG) double -  Indexes of the light elevation angles (for the  
    current selection) in in the SPECTRA structure 
 SpectraLPhiIndex : (1x FG) double -  Indexes of the light azimuthal angles (for the  
    current selection) in in the SPECTRA structure 
    rcpl : [(KG,FG,P+) struct] -  The reciprocal BRDF structure (see below) 
 
B.rcpl(KG,FG,P): 
 spectres : [ Ad xW.NWL double] -  Table of spectrum (one per angular value) for 
         this profile 
 angles : [ Ad x1 double] -  List of angles* for this profile 
 
*: If this is an elevation profile (for the selected FG azimuth), angles are the elevation angles. 
   If this is an azimuthal profile (for the selected FG elevation), angles are the azimuthal angles. 
Notes: 

- KG, EG, and ZG are subset of K, E, Z defined in Table 6. 
- FG, AG, and Ad are also defined in Table 6. 

  

The B.rcpl structure is a reorganization of the SPECTRA structured data into a new structured 
data ready for profile extraction and display. In the following example, a profile is plotted for the 
third selected sketch (k=3), the first profile (f=1) and the first polarization state (p=1). The 
displayed elevation angles Adsp are given in the list B.rcpl.angles. For each illumination elevation 
angle B.rcpl.angles(i), there is a corresponding spectral value given by B.rcpl.spectres(i,NWL). 
A BRDF profile can be displayed for a specific wavelength w by selecting one spectral channel 
‘w’ for each angle ‘i’. This creates the coordinates: (B.rcpl.angles(i), B.rcpl.spectres(i,w)). This 
profile can be plotted with the following command: 
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RCPLbrdf (KG, FG, P+, W), 
RCPLspectra(KG, FG, P+, AG), 

where the dimensions KG, FG, P+, W and AG are defined in Table 6. 

Following the previous example where the spectrum is made visible for the fourth point of the 
elevation profile, it is easy to update the graph for the next elevation point. First, the spectrum of 
the fourth point is made invisible and the one of the fifth point is made visible. This is done with:  

Set (RCPLspectra(3,1,1,4), ‘Visible’, ‘off’); 
Set (RCPLspectra(3,1,1,5), ‘Visible’, ‘on’); 

Similarly, the BRDF can be scanned in wavelength by setting visible/invisible the graphic 
handles indexed with the variable W in the handle matrix RCPLbrdf (KG, FG, P+, W). 

15.3 Selecting an angle index with the angle slider 

The angle slider is design to scan all possible angular values that can be encounter in the 
displayed profiles, even those that are actually invisible. This means that the angle selector 
addresses angle values that may not be used by the current profile selection. The total list of 
elevation angle is given in B.LightTht, while the total list of azimuthal angle for the different 
profiles is given by B.LightPhi. For elevation profiles, the slider addresses the angle values in 
B.LightTht while for the azimuthal profiles, the slider addresses the angle values in B.LightPhi. 
For the example shown in Figure 34, these angle lists are: 

B.LightTht : -70, -60, -50, -40, -30, -20, -10, 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70. 
B.NLTht : 15. 
B.LightPhi : 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, 105, 120, 135, 150, 165. 
B.NLPhi : 12. 

This represents 15 possible elevation angles for elevation profiles acquired for 12 different 
azimuths. Hence, by moving the slider cursor, the slider function will return the selected elevation 
angle (between -70° and +70°) along with an angle index between 1 and 15. 

The Light elevation angle slider is in fact a slider that basically returns a vector index (from 1 to 15 in 
this case), which indexes a vector of angles (B.LightTht in this case). Hence, it is not necessary 
that the angles are equally spaced; this vector of angle can accept any angle sets with irregular 
progression (for example: -70, -68, 30, 43). 

When sliding the cursor, the callback function returns the UDAN packet of data. UDAN means: 
User Data ANgle. This UDAN structure is stored in the slider subpanel handle with the 
‘UserData’ property. It is used to do updates in the graphic. In this packet, the slider returns: 

UDAN.OldValue: the previous selected angle, 
UDAN.OldIndex: the previous selected angle index,  
UDAN.NewValue: the new selected angle, 
UDAN.NewIndex: the new selected angle index. 
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The previous selection index is used to set invisible the previous selection and, obviously, the 
new selected angle is used to set visible the new selection. 

15.4 Indexing a profile with the illumination-angle slider 

However, the example of Figure 34 shows that the first profile has no sample for the angle of 30° 
and the second profile has no sample for the angle values: -30°, -20°, -10°, 0°, 10°, 20° and 30°. 

This causes two problems. 1) If one tries to set visible a spectrum that does not exist for a missing 
elevation sample, this will cause a program failure because the target graphic handle (spectrum) 
does not exist. 2) The table RCPLspectra(KG, FG, P+, AG) contains a concatenated list of handles 
(on the AG axis), which does not correspond directly to the angle index returned by the slider. 
This setting comes from the fact that when the graphic handles was created with the commands: 

> RCPLbrdf (1, 2, 1, w) = plot ( B.rcpl(1,2,1 ).angles,  B.rcpl(1,2,1 ).spectres( : ,w)  ); 
%  i.e.:                                  plot (                          X,                                     Y      ↑       )  
             all angles 
> RCPLspectra(3,1,1,angle(i)) = plot ( B.rcpl(3,1,1 ).spectres(angle(i), : )  ); 

The content of angles is a list of values that is specific to this measurement series. It changes 
from one profile (sketch) to another.  

For example, with the global angle list provided by B.LightTht, the slider returns the index ‘15’ 
for the angle +70°:   

Angle:   -70  -60  -50  -40  -30  -20  -10    0   10  20   30   40   50   60  70 
Index:      1      2     3      4     5     6     7     8    9   10   11   12   13   14  15 

But, for the first profile (RCPLspectra(1, 1, 1, :)) +70° correspond to the local angle index ‘14’: 

Angles:  -70  -60  -50   -40   -30  -20  -10   0  10   20   40   50    60  70, 
Index:    1      2     3       4      5     6      7    8    9   10   11   12    13  14   

… and the second profile (RCPLspectra(1, 2, 1, :)) +70° correspond to the local angle index ‘8’: 

Angles: -70  -60  -50  -40    40   50    60  70    
Index:    1      2     3      4     5     6     7     8   
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 - Indirect index returned by the illumination table (there is no polarization indexing): 
    illumination(1,2,15)  = 8,   
   or 
    (illumination(1,2, UDAN.NewIndex) = 8. 

This is the appropriate target for the graphic handle. This angle index is valid for this selected 
sketch and profile and for the entire polarization index sequence. 

Hence, with the angle selected by the slider, the spectrum graphic can be updated with: 

> % gets the button handle structure for the BRDFprofiles window: 
> V = getappdata(BRDFprofiles, ‘V’)  
> % gets the slider status variables: 
> UDAN = get(V.Angle.Slider, ‘UserData’);  
> % makes the previous selection invisible: 
> set (RCPLspectra(1, 2,1, illumination(1,2, UDAN.OldIndex) ), ‘Visible’, ‘off’); 
> % makes the new selection visible: 
> set (RCPLspectra(1, 2,1, illumination(1,2, UDAN.NewIndex) ), ‘Visible’, ‘on’); 

However, the slider may point toward an angle that is not available for a specific profile. This 
condition is indicated by the value ‘0’ in the illumination table. Therefore, before making a 
graphic handle visible or invisible, the program must check if such a handle is available. This is 
done in gview. 

15.5 Graphic updates 

The sketch, profile and polarization selectors and the angle and wavelength sliders are objects that 
will require graphic updates. Each one of these objects has a callback function that will do the 
appropriate update action. But, when an update is to be done, each one of these functions needs to 
know the status of the other selectors. All these callback functions call the function 
gnv_CB_1D_update_get_indexes, which interrogates the selectors and return the structure 
SELECT. SELECT is a global view of the selected parameters. Its content is listed in Table 15. 

Table 15: An example of the SELECT structure content. 

> [WINDOW, SELECT] = gnv_CB_1D_update_get_indexes (source); 
SELECT: 

 Sketch : (1x NSK) double - List of the selected sketch indexes 
 NSK : double - Number of selected sketches 
 Polarization : (1x NPOL) double - List of the selected polarization indexes 
 NPOL : double - Number of selected polarization states 
 Profile : (1x NPRF) double - List of the selected profiles indexes 
 NPRF : double - Number of selected profiles 
 NewAngleIndex : double - Selected angle index 
 OldAngleIndex : double - Previous angle index 
 WaveIndex : double - Wavelength channel index 
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When a selector changes a parameter and requests a graphic update, the new selected graphs can 

be set visible with the indexes found in the SELECT structure, along with the illumination 
indirect angle indexes. The following code will make visible the spectra that have been chosen 
with all these selectors. 

> % for each selected sketch, 
> for K =1:SELECT.NSK 
>    % and for each selected profile, 
>    for F =1:SELECT.NPRF   
>        % get the angle index from the indirect index provided by the illumination table. 
>        AngleIndex = illumination(SELECT.Sketch(K), … 
         SELECT.Profile(F), … 
         SELECT.NewAngleIndex); 
>        % if this is a valid index (≠0), then … 
>        if AngleIndex ~= 0 
> % for each selected polarization, 
>  for P =1:SELECT.NPOL   
>  % makes the selected spectrum visible. 
>   set (RCPLspectra  ( SELECT.Sketch(K),  … 
            SELECT.Profile(F),  … 
            SELECT.Polarization(P), … 
            AngleIndex), … 
           ‘Visible’, ‘on’) ; 
>  end 
>        end 
>    end 
> end 

This code allows the selection of several sparse components and can display dynamically several 
spectrums in the same times. 
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16  Data structures for the 3D BRDF plotted surfaces  

The BRDFs represented in 3D surfaces (Figure 7, 8 and 9) or in profiles (Figure 6) share the same 
selection tools and data structures. For the plotted surfaces, the initial SPECTRA structure is also 
reorganized into a more appropriate B structure, but with only minor modifications. 

16.1 The B structure for the plotted surfaces 

The data structures for the 3D surface plot are very similar to those presented in the previous 
Chapter. The B structure is exactly the same as the one presented in Table 13. The only difference is 
in the definition of substructure element B.rcpl. For (elevation) profiles, this substructure (Table 13) 
is a three-dimension table, which contains a one-dimension angles vector, i.e.,: 

B.rcpl (Sketch, Azimuthal profile, Polarization).angle(Elevation). 

But, for the plotted surfaces, the new B.rcpl substructure (Table 16) is a two-dimension table, 
which contains a two-dimension angles table, i.e.,:  

B.rcpl (Sketch, Polarization).angles(Elevation, Azimuthal). 

Table 16: The B.rcpl structure for 3D plotted surfaces. 

B.rcpl(KG,P): 
 spectres : [ Nangle x W.NWL double] Table of spectrum (one per coordinates)  
   for this plotted surface.  
 angles : [Nangle x2 double] List of spherical coordinated (theta, phi) for this 
   profile. 
 Nangle : double Number of sample coordinates composing this 
   surface. 

16.2 The tables of graphic handles: surface, markers and 
spikes 

When a BRDF is plotted, the created graphic handles are saved in the tables for future 
manipulation; set visible or invisible, depending on the selected elements. The 3D surfaces plotted 
in polar coordinates, spherical coordinates, or the 3D profiles, have their handles saved into the 
table Surface. The spherical coordinates plot and the 3D profiles use also the Spikes and Markers 
tables. They are listed in Table 4 and Table 5. These tables are three-dimension tables like: 

Surface (KG, P+, W) 

where KG is the number of applicable sketches, P+ the number of available polarization states and 
W the number of wavelength channels. With the sketch and polarization selectors and with the 
wavelength slider, these graphic objects can be set visible/invisible like in the examples presented 
in the previous section:  

> set (Surface (1, 1, 40), ‘Visible’, ‘on’); 
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17 Summary 

In summary, it is not simple to work with sparse multi-dimension data. The structures, matrices 
and tables presented in this document are complex, but they are the simplest formulation that was 
found to work with the spectro-polarimetric goniometer data. If one has to open the source code 
and do modifications, debugging or updates, the information presented in this programmer’s 
guide will be necessary to understand how the gview program navigates into this mess of data. 
What is important to understand is that: 

• FILES is a structure that describes the acquisition conditions of all readings (spectrum 
files). 

• SKETCH is a structure that contains all spectra, which are sorted with the initial acquisition 
logic.  

• SPECTRA is a reorganization of all acquisitions into a multidimensional matrix that allows 
extraction information by sensor or light positions or by wavelength. 

• B (and more specifically B.rcpl) is a selected subset extracted from SPECTRA that is 
directly usable to create graph. 

• Finally, RCPLbrdf, RCPLspectra and Surface are multidimensional matrix containing the 
graphic handles, which allow fast dynamic graphic display, tightly linked with the selection 
tools. 

This is only the tip of the iceberg of all data manipulated by gview, but once the design of the 
(FILES, SKETCH, SPECTRA, B, RCPLbrdf, RCPLspectra and Surfaces) structures and 
tables is understood, a skilled programmer will be able to edit the source code and add new 
functions and updates.  

Fortunately for the user, gview does all the operations to navigate in the complex data and with 
only a few clicks, He can easily inspect the measurements done by grun.  
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List of symbols/abbreviations/acronyms/initialisms  

ASD Analytical Spectral Device Company 

BRDF Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function 

DOLP Degree of Linear Polarization 

DRDC Defence Research and Development Canada 

FOV Field Of View 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

RCPL Reciprocal BRDF 

SWIR Short Wave InfraRed 
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Glossary  

ACQUISITION 

a structure containing the summary of the acquisition parameters 

B 

a structure containing the selected spectra reorganized in spectral BRDF profile sequences. 

FILES 

a structure containing all information about the file names and encoded acquisition 
parameters 

grun 

grun is a MATLAB program used to operate the DRDC spectro-polarimetric goniometer. 

gview 

gview is a MATLAB program used to extract and visualized BRDF profiles from the batch of 
files generated by grun. 

SKETCH 

a structure describing the measurement series 

SPECTRA 

a structure containing all the acquired measurements with an arrangement which respects the 
measurement history 

WAVELENGTH 

a structure containing information about the spectral wavelength 
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